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Abstract
Thermally induced cracks due to temperature gradient in mass concrete have adverse effects on its durability and service life. Heat released
during the hydration of Portland cement in early age mass concrete can be quite excessive depending on the ambient temperature, cement
content of the concrete mix and the size. Finite difference model using Crank Nicholson implicit method was developed based on the two
dimensional unsteady state heat conduction. Optimized MATLAB based software was developed for simulation and data visualization. A
mass concrete block cast with standard mix ratio and water cement ratio was used to verify the efficacy of the model. Type-K thermocouple
and digital thermometer were used to monitor the temperature at time intervals. The temperature profile showed a hotter core and cooler
surface except for the initial placement temperature, which exhibited a uniform temperature for all thermocouple locations. Peak
temperature values were recorded within the first day of concrete placement. The model successfully predicted the temperature profile of
the mass concrete at early ages of cement hydration. With the knowledge of the ambient temperature and the configuration of the mass
concrete, the model can reliably predict the temperature profile from which potential for thermal cracks occurrence can be determined to
enable suitable proactive preventive and control measures.
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1. Introduction
Portland cement, when mixed with water releases heat, which is known as the heat of hydration, an exothermic reaction that occurs in
cement pastes. This heat that is released due to hydration of cement leads to temperature increase within the mass concrete. For moderate
size concrete members, the heat is liberated into adjacent soil and/or the air and the resulting temperature may not be a cause for concern.
However, in the case of mass concrete, the heat may not be easily liberated and is therefore trapped within the concrete core. Temperature
gradient occurs when the heat of hydration is released to immediate environment resulting in a lower surface temperature when compared
to the concrete core. The concrete member will experience contraction at the surface and the interior having higher temperature due to heat
being trapped within will offer restraint against the contraction action at the surface, which might result to surface cracks.
Modeling the generation and transfer of heat in early-age concrete is essential to understanding the behaviour of mass concrete [1]. Earlyage concrete or young hardening concrete is among the most challenging materials to model. The difficulties are due to a rather complex
composite structure which is subject to transient conditions as cement hydration progresses [2]. [3] utilized heat and moisture transport
model in hydrating concrete to predict heat generated during concrete hydration. [4] studied thermal crack of massive concrete structures
using extended finite element method (XFEM) utilizing thermal fields and creep. [5] estimated cracking risk of concrete at early ages based
on thermal stress analysis. [6] modeled early age thermal cracking in hardening concrete based on degree of hydration. [7] developed a
model based on hydro-mechanical analysis of hydrating concrete structures which considered hydration heat, concrete composition,
reinforcement, shrinkage and creep. [8] applied transient plane source measurement technique to assess the heat capacity and thermal
conductivity of hydrating cement. [9] proposed a coupled thermo-chemo-mechanical model to determine the behaviour of early age
concrete to simulate cement hydration, aging, damage and creep. [10] applied finite element simulation to predict early age concrete
temperature distribution in thick rafts. The objective of the research is to develop a model to predict the temperature profile in mass concrete
at early ages of cement hydration.

2. Methodology
A mass concrete block of dimension 1.1m x 1.1m x1.1m, mix ratio 1:2:4 and water cement ratio of 0.6 consisting of ordinary Portland
cement, river sand and coarse aggregate of maximum size 40mm was used to verify the model. Type-K thermocouples position as shown
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in Fig.1 and digital thermometer (Fig. 2) were used to monitor the temperature within the concrete mass at time intervals of 0, 6, 12, 18,
24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hours respectively. Plywood formwork of 25mm thickness (Fig. 3) internally surrounded by polystyrene sheet
as insulation and the top surface of the cast concrete covered with 50mm thick layer of sand.

Fig. 1: Mass Concrete Block Showing the Layout of the Thermocouples. (Dimensions in Mm).

Fig. 2: Digital Thermometer and Type-K thermocouple.

Fig. 3: Cast Mass Concrete Showing the Thermocouples.

2.1. Model development
The governing equation is that of two dimensional unsteady state heat conduction equation based on Fourier law of heat transfer shown in
Equation 1. Finite difference solution of the governing equation using Crank Nicholson implicit finite difference method was determined
applying the boundary and initial conditions.
𝐾(

𝜕2 𝑇
𝜕𝑥 2

+

𝜕2 𝑇
𝜕𝑦 2

) + 𝑞 = 𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

(1)
𝜌 is density of concrete (kg/m3), 𝐶𝑃 is the specific heat capacity of concrete (J/kg.0C), 𝑞 is the heat source intensity (KJ/m3.h), K is the
thermal conductivity (KJ/m.h0C), 𝑇 is transient temperature of concrete (0C) and t is time (hrs).
At the spatial boundaries of the mass concrete, a constant temperature is assumed such that for thermal insulation, there exist the following
boundary conditions.
x-direction: 0 ≤ x ≤ a, boundary conditions:
𝑇(0, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑇(𝑎, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝑎

(2)

y-direction: 0 ≤ y ≤ b, boundary conditions:
𝑇(𝑥, 0, 𝑡) = 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑏, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝑎
(3)
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𝑇𝑎 is the ambient temperature.
Initial conditions:
At t = 0, there is a uniform temperature such that
𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦, 0) = 𝑇0
(4)
𝑇0 is initial placement temperature.
The general finite difference approximation of Equation (1) starts by forward difference for the time derivative and first forward difference
and second central difference for the two spatial derivatives.
𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝑘+1
𝑘
(𝑇𝑖1𝑗
−𝑇𝑖1𝑗
)

∆𝑡

= 𝐾

(𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗 −2𝑇𝑖1𝑗 + 𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗 )
(∆𝑥)2

+𝐾

(𝑇𝑖,𝑗+1 −2𝑇𝑖1𝑗 + 𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1 )
(∆𝑦)2

𝑘
+ 𝑞𝑖,𝑗

(5)
The subscripts i, j and k signifies the location in space and time steps.
𝑘+1
𝑘
𝑇𝑖1𝑗
− 𝑇𝑖1𝑗
=

𝐾∆𝑡
𝜌𝐶𝑝 (∆𝑥)2
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𝑘
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(6)
For purposes of simplification, let the location of the nodes (𝑖, 𝑗) be indicated as
𝐸 ≡ 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗; 𝑊 ≡ 𝑖 − 1, 𝑗; 𝑁 ≡ 𝑖, 𝑗 + 1; 𝑆 ≡ 𝑖, 𝑗 − 1; 𝑃 ≡ 𝑖, 𝑗 Then Equation (6) becomes;
𝑇𝑃𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑝𝑘 =

𝐾∆𝑡
𝜌𝐶𝑝 (∆𝑥)2

[𝑇𝐸 − 2𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑊 ] +

𝐾∆𝑡
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∆𝑡
𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝑞𝑃𝑘
(7)

At the right of Equation (6), the temperature values are mean temperatures between time steps so that
𝑇𝑛 = 𝑓 𝑇𝑛𝑘+1 + (1 − 𝑓)𝑇𝑛𝑘
(8)
Where f is the weighting factor. Applying Equations (7) and (8), the general finite difference approximation of the two-dimensional
unsteady state heat conduction becomes;
𝑇𝑃𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑝𝑘 =
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(9)
1

Taking f as , Equation (9) reduces to Crank-Nicholson implicit finite difference method.
2
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(11)

2.2. MATLAB based computer programe
MATLAB based computer programe which is based on the Crank-Nicholson implicit finite difference numerical scheme was written to
determine the nodal temperatures at different time steps based on Equation 11. The user interface for the programe is shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 4: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the MATLAB Programe.

3. Results
The temperature values for the various thermocouple positions within the mass concrete block used for the model verification were recorded
for the various time intervals. Fig.5a and Fig.5b shows the graphs of temperature against time for the various thermocouple locations. The
zero hour temperature signifies the temperature of the mass concrete block immediately after placement which was found to be uniform
throughout the various locations at 280C.
The thermocouple locations TC1 to TC7 in Fig. 5a signifies the top to the bottom of the mass concrete while locations TC4, TC8, TC9 and
TC10 in Fig. 5b are from the center (core) to the right side surface. The temperature profile indicates that the mass concrete exhibited
higher temperature values within the core (ie TC3, TC4, TC5 and TC8) and the least values at locations close to the surface (ie TC1, TC7
and TC10) for all time intervals. After 120 hours of concrete placement, a constant temperature of 320C was subsequently recorded for all
thermocouple locations. The surface of the mass concrete in contact with the ground exhibited lower temperatures than other surfaces for
most of the time intervals. Generally the temperature readings showed a rise from a uniform placement temperature of 28 0C to the peak
temperature of 510C at the core after 24 hours and fall afterwards to 320C at both 120 and 144 hours respectively.

Fig. 5: A) Plot of Temperature against Time for Thermocouple Locations (TC1 to TC7).

Fig. 5: B Plot of Temperature against Time for Thermocouple Locations (TC4, TC8, TC9 and TC10).

3.1. Calibration
The model parameters were calibrated by adopting definite values based on consideration of the material properties and the local conditions
that affect the experimental procedures. Thermal conductivity values for normal weight concrete ranges from 7.1 to 10.6 KJ/mh 0C and
specific heat capacity ranges from 0.92 to 1.0 KJ/Kg0C according to ACI committee 207, 2005b in [11]. Values of 9 KJ/mh 0C and 0.92
KJ/Kg0C were respectively adopted for thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity. The density of fresh normal weight concrete is
2400Kg/m3. For heat intensity, suzuki’s model in [11] was adopted in which
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𝑡

𝑞 = 20,000 𝑒 −0.9398−24
(12)
Average ambient temperature (Ta) of 300C and room temperature value of 260C were used for the model verification and validation
respectively. Initial temperature (T0) is 280C.
3.2. Verification
A comparison of the model predicted temperature values and the observed experimental values shows that the model exhibited temperature
values higher than the observed up till 48 hours after concrete placement and lower temperature values afterwards, Fig. 6. The temperature
values from the model had a constant temperature of 30 0C after 72 hours of concrete placement.
A temperature difference of 0.530C between 18 and 24 hours after concrete placement was recorded for the model. Generally, the model
exhibited a steady temperature rise from 280C at placement to 56.590C at 24 hours and declined steadily to 32.020C at 72 hours of placement
and remained constant at 300C afterwards. Both the model data and the experimental data have their highest temperature values of 56.59 0C
and 510C at 24 hours of concrete placement respectively. The Fig.8 to Fig.12 show the 3D plots of temperature profile within the mass
concrete at intervals of 0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours respectively.
Fig.7 shows the coefficient of determination R2 for the model verification with value of 0.631 which results to a correlation coefficient
CORR value of 0.79 indicating that it within the acceptable limit for a good correlation.

Fig.6: Temperature Time Relationship for Observed and Model Temperatures.

Fig. 7: Coefficient of Determination for Model Verification.

Fig. 8: 3D Plot of Temperature Profile at Initial Time of Concrete Placement.
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Fig. 9: 3D Plot of Temperature Profile at 24 Hours of Concrete Placement.

Fig. 10: 3D Plot of Temperature Profile at 48 Hours of Concrete Placement.

Fig. 11: 3D Plot of Temperature Profile at 72 Hours of Concrete Placement.

Fig. 12: 3D Plot of Temperature Profile at 96 Hours of Concrete Placement.

3.3. Validation
The model developed was validated using temperature data from [12]. The boundary temperature is ambient temperature assumed to be
room temperature of 260C. The graphs of the validation temperature data and the model in Fig.13 show fairly identical plots. The peak
temperature values for both the validation data and the model occurred at 24 hours of concrete placement of 74.320C and 73.980C
respectively.
Fig. 14 shows the coefficient of determination R2 for the model validation with value of 0.975 which gives a correlation coefficient CORR
value of 0.98 representing a very high correlation for the model validation.
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Fig. 13: Temperature Time Relationship for Observed and Model Temperatures.

Fig. 14: Coefficient of Determination for Model Validation.

4. Conclusion
The thermal behaviour and temperature profile of mass concrete have been determined using a mass concrete block experiment. The initial
temperature which is the placement temperature remained constant at all thermocouple locations in the mass concrete. Temperature
difference between points in the mass concrete ceased to exit after 120 hours of concrete placement as a uniform temperature was recorded
afterwards. The peak temperatures exhibited by the mass concrete occur within 24 hours after concrete placement. Crank Nicholson implicit
finite difference method was successfully applied to the two dimensional unsteady state heat conduction within the mass concrete due to
cement hydration. An optimized MATLAB based computer program was developed to determine the nodal temperatures at time intervals
and for data visualization and simulation. With the ambient temperature and configuration of the mass concrete known, the temperature
distribution at intervals of time can be predicted using the model developed. If the temperature profile in mass concrete can be predicted,
then potentials for thermal cracks occurrence can be determined and appropriate preventive and control measure can be devised.
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